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We prove that every planar graph is the intersection graph of a collection of 
three-dimensional boxes, with intersections occuring only in the boundaries of the 
boxes. Furthermore, we characterize the graphs that have such representations 
(called strict representations) in the plane. These are precisely the proper subgraphs 
of 4-connected planar triangulations, which we characterize by forbidden sub- 
graphs. Finally, we strengthen a result of E. R. Scheinerman (“Intersection Classes 
and Multiple Intersection Parameters,” Ph. D. thesis, Princeton Univ., 1984) to 
show that every planar graph has a strict representation using at most two rec- 
tangles per vertex. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The intersection graph of a set system is the graph whose vertices are the 
sets such that two vertices are adjacent if and only if they intersect. Inter- 
section graphs whose set system consists of d-boxes (i.e., d-dimensional 
closed intervals) have natural interpretations [3] and they may also be 
convenient for storing graphs in a computer. Interval graphs have been 
characterized completely only for d = 1 (see, e.g., [7]). Instead of 
representing a vertex by one interval it may be represented by a specified 
number of intervals. Thus Scheinerman and West [ 5 J proved that every 
planar graph is an intersection graph such that each vertex is represented 
by at most three intervals on the real line. Scheinerman [4] proved that in 
two dimensions two rectangles for each vertex are sufficient to represent 
any planar graph and in [4,9] it was conjectured that every planar graph 
is a 3-box graph. 
In this paper we prove a stronger result. We say that a graph G is a strict 
d-box graph if G is an intersection graph such that the sets are closed d- 
boxes in Rd, no two of which have an interior point in common and such 
that two boxes which intersect have precisely a (d - 1 )-box in common. 
This means that we can think of G as a “geometric dual graph” of the inter- 
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val system. We prove that the strict rectangle graphs (i.e., the strict 2-box 
graphs) are precisely the proper subgraphs of the 4-connected planar 
triangulations and we characterize these completely in terms of forbidden 
subgraphs. As a corollary we extend the above-mentioned result of 
Scheinerman [4] to strict rectangle representations. Also, we prove that 
every planar graph is a strict 3-box graph. 
A related problem was suggested by Melnikov [2]: Characterize the 
graphs whose vertices can be represented by horizontal intervals in the 
plane such that two intervals are adjacent if they can be joined by a vertical 
line not intersecting any other interval. Such a graph must clearly be 
planar. Duchet, Hamidoune, Las Vergnas, and Meyniel [ 1 ] proved that 
every maximal planar graph has such a representation and the author [6] 
extended this to all 3-connected planar graphs. 
2. STRICT RECTANGLE REPRESENTATIONS 
A cubic 3-connected graph G is cyclically 4-edge connected if it has no 
separating edge set E with three edges such that each component of G - E 
has more than one vertex. 
Ungar [S] proved that a cubic cyclically 4-edge-connected planar graph 
G has a plane representation such that all edges (except four) are vertical 
or horizontal straight-line segments and such that the four exceptional 
edges each consist of a vertical and a horizontal straight-line segment. 
These four edges form the four “outer corners” (see Fig. 2b). Such a 
representation is called rectangular in [6]. The extension in [6] of Ungar’s 
result shows that any facial cycle of G can play the role of the outer cycle 
and that any four edges on this cycle can be the four outer corners. More 
precisely, if we draw a facial cycle C of a cubic planar graph G as a rec- 
tangle R (such that none of its corners are vertices of C), then by 
[6, Theorem 7.11 this can be extended to a rectangular representation of G 
inside R if and only if (see Figure 1) 
edges that (i) for each vertex x not in C, there is only one set of three 
separates x from C, namely the set of edges incident with x; 
(ii) each connected component of G - V(C) is joined to two opposite 
sides of R and each chord of C (if any) joins two opposite sides of R; and 
(iii) for each connected component H of G - I/(C) and each edge e 
of G, H is in G - e joined to at least two sides of R. 
THEOREM 2.1. A graph G is a strict rectangle graph (i.e., a strict 2-box 
graph) if and only if G is a proper subgraph of some 4-connected planar 
triangulation H. 
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Proof: Suppose first that G is a strict rectangle graph. By adding ver- 
tical and horizontal straight-line segments we can extend the rectangle 
system to a rectangular representation of a cubic planar graph H’ (see 
Fig. 2). By [ 6, Theorem 7.11, H’ is cyclically 4-edge-connected and hence 
the dual graph H of H’ is a 4-connected planar triangulation. If x denotes 
the vertex of H corresponding to the unbounded face of H’, then G is a 
subgraph of H - x. 
Suppose conversely that G is a proper subgraph of a 4-connected planar 
triangulation H,. Then HI contains an edge e not in G. Let H, be obtained 
from HI - e by adding a new vertex x and joining x to the four vertices in 
the facial 4-cycle of HI - e. Then H, is a 4-connected planar triangulation. 
We do this for any edge in H, but not in G and we obtain thereby a 4-con- 
netted planar triangulation H containing G as an induced subgraph. By 
[6, Theorem 7.11 the dual graph H * of H has a rectangular representation 
such that x corresponds to the outer face. Those rectangles which corre- 
spond to vertices of G form a strict rectangle representation of G. 
We shall now characterize, in terms of forbidden subgraphs, the proper 
subgraphs of the 4-connected planar triangulations. We say that a triangle 
xyzx in a graph G is separating if G - (x, y, z > has more components than 
G. 
FIG. 1. The forbidden configurations for rectangular representations. 
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FIG. 2. A strict rectangle representation and a corresponding rectangular representation. 
THEOREM 2.2. The graphs which are not proper subgraphs of 4connected 
planar triangulations and which are edge-minimal with that property are 
precisely the following: 
(a) The triangle-free subdivisions of the Kuratowski graphs K, and 
K 3,3* 
(b) The planar triangulations with no separating K, (i.e., K4 and the 4 
connected planar triangulations). 
(c) The graphs obtained from a wheel W, of order n > 5 by adding a 
vertex and joining it to the center of the wheel. 
(d) Any graph obtained from K4 by subdividing one edge xy and 
adding an additional path of length at least 2 between the two other vertices 
of the K4. 
(e) Any graph which is obtained from K, with one missing edge by sub- 
dividing edges incident with the missing edge (in such a way that the graph 
does not contain a graph described under (d)). 
( f) The graph K2 v K,. 
The graphs described under (c), (d), (e), and (f) are indicated in Fig. 3. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. It is easy to see that any proper subgraph of the 
graphs described in Theorem 2.2 is a proper subgraph of a 4-connected 
planar triangulation. Also, none of the graphs in Theorem 2.2 is a proper 
subgraph of a 4-connected triangulation since each of the graphs in (b), 
(CL (d), W, (0 h ave ( essentially) unique planar representations and so it is 
easy to find a separating triangle in any planar supergraph of any of the 
graphs in W, W, (4, (e), (0. 
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FIG. 3. Representatives of the graphs which together with the subdivisions of the 
Kuratowski graphs and the triangulations with no separatering triangles, constitute the for- 
bidden subgraphs for strict rectangle representations. 
It remains to be proved that any graph G which does not contain a sub- 
graph of any of the graphs in (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) can be extended into 
a 4-connected planar representation. We prove this by induction on 1 V(G)/. 
By Kuratowski’s theorem, G is planar. Suppose first that G is discon- 
nected, i.e., G = G1 u G2, where G, and G2 are disjoint. By the induction 
hypothesis, G, and G, are proper subgraphs of 4-connected triangulations 
H, and H,, respectively. Let ei be an edge in Hi but not Gi for i = 1, 2. 
Now it is easy to extend (H, - ei ) u (H, - e,) into a 4-connected 
triangulation. 
Suppose next that G is connected but not 2-connected. Then we can 
write G = G, u GZ, where G, and G2 are edge-disjoint and have precisely 
one vertex, say x, in common. By the induction hypothesis, G1 and G2 are 
proper subgraphs of 4-connected triangulations H, and HZ, respectively. 
Let H: denote the wheel in Hi induced by x and its neighbours for i = 1,2. 
If Hi is in G for i = 1 or i = 2, then G contains a graph as described in (c). 
So assume that Hj contains an edge ei in Hi but not in G for i = 1,2. Now 
it is easy to extend (H, - e,) u (H, - e,) into a 4-connected triangulation. 
We now consider the case where G is 2-connected and contains two 
adjacent vertices X, y such that G - {x, v} is disconnected; i.e., G is the 
union of two graphs G1, G, having precisely x, y and xy in common. If 
possible, we choose G, and G2 such that they both contain a vertex joined 
to both x and y. By the induction hypothesis, G1 and G2 are contained in 
4-connected triangulations H, and H,, respectively. Let Zi,i and zz,i be the 
vertices such that Xyzi,iX are 3-cycles in Hi for i = 1, 2 and j= 1, 2. If an 
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edge l from {q 1, z2,1 } to {x, y } and also an edge e2 from { z~,~, z,,,}to 
{x, y) is missing in G, then we draw H, u H, in such a way that both e, 
and e2 are adjacent to the unbounded face and then it is easy to extend 
(H, u H2) - {e, , e2} into a 4-connected triangulation. 
So we can assume that both zi,i and z2,i are joined to both x and y in G. 
If Zl,l and Z2,l are in the same component of G1 - {x, y } we get the sub- 
graph of type (d) by taking a z 1,1z2,1 path in G1 and an xy path in G2. On 
the other hand, if z~,~ and z2,i are in distinct components of G i - (x, y ), 
then the particular choice of G1 and G2 implies that G, contains a vertex 
joined to both x and y and hence G contains K2 + R,. 
So we can assume that G is 2-connected and has no two adjacent vertices 
which separate G. Now we draw G in the plane and in each face with more 
than three vertices we add a new vertex and join it to all vertices of that 
face. We claim that the resulting triangulation H has no separating triangle. 
Since no two adjacent vertices separate G, any separating triangle in H 
must be in G. Moreover, it must separate G and we get a graph as 
described in (e). This contradiction completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Every planar graph with no separating triangle has a 
strict rectangle representation. 
We also obtain an extension of the result of Scheinerman [4] that any 
planar graph has a rectangle representation such that each vertex is 
represented by at most two rectangles. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Every planar graph has a strict rectangle representation 
in R2 such that each vertex is represented by at most two rectangles. 
Corollary 2.4 follows from Corollary 2.3 combined with the following 
PROPOSITION 2.5. 
graphs. 
Every planar graph G is the union of two triangle free 
Proof (by induction on 1 V( G)( ). If 1 V( G)I < 4 this holds by inspection so 
assume I V( G)( > 5. 
Using induction, we can reduce the statement to the case where G is 3- 
connected. So assume that G is 3-connected. We claim that G has a vertex v 
which is not contained in any separating triangle. For, if xyzx is a 
separating triangle in G such that G - (x, y, z) has a component of 
smallest possible order, then no vertex in that component is contained in a 
separating triangle of G. Now consider any planar embedding of G. By the 
induction hypothesis, the edges of G - v can be coloured in two colours 
such that no monochromatic triangle occurs. Now we colour the edges 
incident with v in the same two colours such that no two consecutive edges 
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are part of a monochromatic facial triangle. Then there is no 
monochromatic triangle at all and the proof is complete. 
3. ALGORITHMIC ASPECTS 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 provide a so-called good characterization of the 
graphs which have no strict rectangle representations since, for a given sub- 
graph H of a graph G, it can be checked, in polynomial time, whether or 
not H is a graph described in Theorem 2.2(a)-(f). Thus the following 
questions arise: 
Q, : Does there exist a good (i.e., polynomially bounded) algorithm 
for testing whether or not a graph contains one of the forbidden subgraphs 
described in Theorem 2.2? 
Qz : In case the graph G does not contain such a subgraph, does 
there then exist a good algorithm for describing a 4-connected planar 
triangulation containing G (as a proper subgraph)? 
Q3 : If G is a 4-connected triangulation and x is a vertex of G, does 
there then exist a good algorithm for finding a rectangular representation 
of the dual graph of G such that x corresponds to the unbounded face? 
An ahirmative answer to Q3 can be extracted from the proof of 
[6, Theorem 7.11. We shall answer questions Qi and Q2 here in the affir- 
mative without actually drawing any graph in the plane. It is well known 
that planarity can be tested in polynomial (even linear) time so we confine 
ourselves to planar graphs. 
Clearly, a K2 + R, can be found in polynomial time if it is present. A 
graph contains a subgraph of type (c) in Theorem 2.2 if and only if some 
vertex has a neighbourhood which has a cycle not containing all vertices in 
the neighbourhood. This can also be tested in polynomial time. The two 
paths occurring in (d) and the two path systems occurring in (e) must 
belong to distinct components of the graph when a K4 (less one edge) or a 
K3 is deleted because our graph under consideration is planar. So it only 
remains to search for the graphs in (b). We do not know if there exists a 
good algorithm for deciding whether or not an arbitrary graph contains a 
4-connected planar triangulation as a subgraph but all we need here is the 
following 
LEMMA 3.1. If G is a planar graph not containing any subgraph described 
in Theorem 2.2(c), then G contains a 4-connected planar triangulation if and 
only if some component of G is a 4-connected planar triangulation. 
582b/40/1-2 
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Proof. Suppose H is a 4-connected triangulation contained in G. Then 
it is contained in a component G’ of G. If H is a proper subgraph of G’, 
then G’ contains a vertex v not in H but adjacent to a vertex x in H. 
Clearly G ’ contains a subgraph of type (c). This contradiction proves that 
H = G’ and the proof is complete. 
Since a planar graph with n vertices is a triangulation if and only if it has 
precisely 3n - 6 edges (by Euler’s formula) and since a planar triangulation 
is 4-connected if and only if it has no separating triangle (i.e., it has 
precisely 2n - 4 triangles by Eulers formula) we have answered Q, in the 
affirmative. 
Suppose now that G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.2. In order to 
find a 4-connected triangulation containing G we do the folowing: 
Let e,, e2,..., be the missing edges in G. If G u (ei } satisfies the con- 
ditions of Theorem 2.2 we consider G u {e, } instead of G and proceed to 
e2. Continuing like that we end up with either a 4-connected triangulation 
(less one edge) or a graph H with the property that H is a subgraph of a 4- 
connected triangulation but not a spanning subgraph of a 4-connected 
triangulation. So in order to answer Q2 it only remains to dispose of such 
graphs H. This is done by the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If a graph H is a subgraph of a 4-connected 
triangulation but not a spanning subgraph of such a triangulation, then either 
H has order at most 5 or H is obtained from a wheel or order at least 6 by 
possibly deleting some edges not incident with the center. 
Proof: Suppose that H has at least six vertices and is not a subgraph of 
a wheel as described above and that H is a subgraph of a 4-connected 
triangulation G. If H is a subgraph of a wheel with some edges incident 
with the center missing, then it is easy to see that H is a spanning subgraph 
of a 4-connected triangulation. (For if c is the center of the wheel, then we 
add edges to H such that we get a wheel with only one spoke, say cz, mis- 
sing. Then we add the edge between the two neighbours of z and finally we 
join z to all vertices but c). 
So assume that this is not the case. Let x be any vertex of G not in H 
and let C be the cycle induced by the neighbours of X. We prove, by induc- 
tion on 1 V( C)l, that in H - x we can triangulate the face corresponding to 
x such that the resulting triangulation is 4-connected. We first show that 
there are two non-consecutive vertices y’, z’ on C such that no vertex of 
H-wwbJ {x>, is adjacent to both y’ and z’. Let y, z be any two non- 
consecutive vertices of C. If some vertex u outside V(C) u {x > is adjacent to 
both y and z, then we consider vertices y’ and z’ on the two paths of 
C- (y, z}. The only vertex outside Cu (x> which can possibly be adjacent 
to both y’ and z’ is u. But since G is 4-connected and H is not a subgraph 
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of a wheel (with vertex set V(C) u (u>), u cannot be adjacent to all vertices 
of C and hence y’ and z’ can be chosen such that no vertex outside 
V(C) u {x} is adjacent to both y’ and z’. Now we add to H - x the edge 
y’z’ and in each face of H u ( y ‘z’ } with more than three vertices we add a 
new vertex and join it completely to the vertices of that face. This results in 
a 4-connected triangulation (since we create no separating triangle) and, by 
induction, we can triangulate the face of H-X corresponding to X. This 
shows that G is a spanning subgraph of a 4-connected triangulation. 
Combining Proposition 3.2 with Theorem 2.1 yields another natural 
characterization of the graphs having strict rectangle representations 
THEOREM 3.3. The edge-maximal graphs which have strict rectangle 
representations are precisely the wheels and the graphs obtained from the 4- 
connected triangulations by deleting one edge. 
As another consequence of Proposition 3.2 we have 
COROLLARY 3.4. If a graph G is a proper subgraph of a 4-connected 
triangulation, then G is a subgraph of a 4-connected triangulation with one 
more vertex than G. 
For the sake of completeness we point out (in connection with the search 
for subgraphs of type (b) in Theorem 2.2) that there exists a polynomially 
bounded algorithm for finding a planar triangulation in a planar graph G if 
G contains such a subgraph. If G contains a separating triangle xyzx, we 
select it such that the smallest component H of G - (x, y, z} is smallest 
possible. If V(H) u {x, y, z} induces a triangulation (i.e., it has m vertices 
and 3m - 6 edges) we have finished. Otherwise, we consider G - V(H) 
instead of G. Continuing like this we either get a planar triangulation con- 
tained in G or we end up with a subgraph G’ with no separating triangle. 
Then G contains a triangulation if and only if G’ is a triangulation. 
4. Box REPRESENTATIONS OF PLANAR GRAPHS IN R3 
We shall need the following extension of Ungar’s result [S]: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a 4-connected planar triangulation and let zyxz 
and zyvz be two triangles of G. Then G* has a rectangular representation 
such that z corresponds to the unbounded face and such that x, y, and v 
correspond to rectangles as shown in Fig. 4(a). 
Proof: In order to show that the configuration in Fig. 4(a) can be 
extended to a rectangular representation of G* we apply [6, Theorem 7.11. 
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FIG. 4. Rectangular representation with prescribed rectangles. 
It suffices to show that none of the forbidden contigurations indicated in 
Fig. 1 occurs. One such configuration is indicated in Fig. 4(b), (c). But if 
that occurs, then G* has three pairwise non-adjacent edges which separate 
G* as indicated with heavy lines in Fig. 4(b), (c). This contradicts the 
assumption that G is 4-connected. Similarly the other forbidden con- 
figurations in Fig. 1 do not occur and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let G be a 4-connected triangulation and zxyz a 
triangle in G. Then G-z has a strict rectangle representation such that x and 
y are represented as shown in Fig. 5 and all other rectangles are in the 
shaded square. 
This follows from Theorem 4.1 simply by letting v be the vertex distinct 
from x, y, z such that uyzv is a triangle. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let G be a 4-connected triangulation and xyzx a 
triangle in G. Suppose x, y, and z are represented by boxes B,, B,, and B, in 
R3 such that 41 (0) x CO, 21 x CO, 21, 43 CO, 21 x (0) x [O, 21, 
B,x co, 21 x L-o,21 x (O}, and for i E (x, y, z >, Bi contains no point with 
positive i-coordinate. Then B,, B,., B, can be extended to a strict box 
representation of G in R3 such that all other boxes are in the box 
FIG. 5. Strict rectangle representation of G -z with prescribed x and y. 
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w1w4mw,u and all vertices not adjacent to z are in the box 
L-0911 x co, 11 x C&11. 
When three boxes B,, Z?,, B, are as in Corollary 4.3 we say that the 
origin is an inner corner of the boxes B,, BY, B, and we say that it is an 
empty inner corner if there exists a positive real number such that the box 
(0, E] x (0, E J x (0, E] intersects no box in the box system. 
THEOREM 4.4. Every planar graph has a strict box representation in R3. 
Since every planar graph is an induced 
triangulation Theorem 4.4 follows from 
subgraph of a planar 
THEOREM 4.5. Every planar triangulation G has a strict box represen- 
tation in R3 such that evey facial triangle except possibly one prescribed 
facial triangle xfy’z’x’ has an empty inner corner. 
ProoJ (by induction on the number of separating triangles in G). If G 
has a separating triangle xyzx we choose it such that the number of vertices 
in the component of G - (x, y, z} not intersecting x’y’z’x’ is smallest 
possible. Then G = G1 u G, where G1 and G2 are planar triangulations with 
precisely xyzx in common and, G, contains x’y’z’x’, G, is 4-connected or 
isomorphic to K4. In case G is 4-connected we put G = G1 and let 
G2 = xyzx = x’y’z’x’. Then we represent G2 such that x, y, and z are 
encoded as in Corollary 4.3. (If G2 has more than three vertices , this can 
be done by the induction hypothesis.) The proof is now completed by 
Corollary 4.3 except that we must ensure that any facial triangle of G1 
(except xyzx) has an empty inner corner. If G, = K4 this is clearly satisfied 
to assume G1 # K4. Then we modify the representation in Corollary 4.3. 
For each vertex u in G1 - {x, y, z> which is adjacent to z we cut off from its 
boxaboxoftheform(1-~,1]~Z~~Z~orZ~x(1-~,1]~Z~,whereZ,,Z, 
are intervals and E is a small positive number such that different values for 
E are used for different vertices u. In this way we create an inner empty cor- 
ner (close to the plane with equation x = 1 or y = 1) for each facial triangle 
that contains z. 
In order to achieve the same for all other facial triangles as well we 
translate all other boxes corresponding to vertices of G, - (x, y, z> a little 
“upwards,” i.e., the vector of translation is of the form (0, 0, E) where E is a 
small positive number and different values for E are used for different ver- 
tices. In this way each facial triangle in G, not containing z gets an inner 
empty corner close to one of the planes with equations z = 1, z = 1. 
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